To: Womack, Taffy
Cc: Augeri, Heather; Banda, Manjula; Bartlett-Josie, Christine; Bruno, Alice; Button, Lewis; Gibson, Joan; Harris, Av; Liu, Bernard; Magora, Lori; Merrill, Denise; Pena, Santasha; Reeves, Peggy; Santiago, Yolanda; Spallone, James; Wegele, Shannon; Williams, Pearl
Subject: IRS October 14th Phone Forum - Poll Worker Taxation

To all Registrars of Voters:

Many of you have inquired about the proper forms and status of your poll workers in terms of taxation. Please be aware, this issue is an IRS issue and is NOT a STATE of CONNECTICUT issue. As such, we reached out to the IRS on your behalf and obtained information regarding a phone forum they will conduct about election workers. The information for the call is below. This call is with the IRS NOT the STATE OF CONNECTICUT.

As you can see, call space is limited and this call is open to New England, New Jersey and New York. I have asked for a copy of the presentation so if you are not able to call-in, I will send out the information when I receive it from the IRS. I would recommend that you call in with your local HR or Payroll representative so that no information is lost in translation and so that everyone in your town will be on the same page.

The Secretary of the State will not be able to advise you on this issue.

Sincerely,
Ted Bromley

Northeast Local Phone Forum

ELECTION WORKERS
TUESDAY
OCTOBER 14, 2014 at 10:00 A.M.
- Are election worker wages subject to FICA?
- Are all payments to election workers taxable?
- What form do election worker wages get reported on?

We will send out a reminder with handouts as the event gets closer.
To Attend: call 1-888-331-8226 up to 15 minutes before the presentation.
Use access code 3455188. The phone line is limited to 125 callers; should we exceed the available lines we will repeat the event at a later date.

You will have an opportunity to ask questions at the end.